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Seismic Performance Evaluation of
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA)
Reinforced Concrete Bridge Bents
Under Long-Duration Motion
Jesika Rahman and A. H. M. Muntasir Billah*

Department of Civil Engineering, Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, ON, Canada

The emergence of the Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) rebar has paved the way toward
resilient bridge design through improved post-earthquake functionality. The focus of
this study is to numerically examine the effects of SMA rebar inclusion on the seismic
performance of a reinforced concrete (RC) bridge bent under long-duration motions and
perform a comparative analysis with the conventional steel-reinforced bridge bent. The
duration effect is examined by assembling a pair of forty long-duration and spectrally
equivalent short duration motions, without considering the pulse-nature of ground
motions. Three different reinforcement configurations, with and without SMA rebar in
the bridge bent bottom and top plastic hinge, are considered here. Using the selected
ground motions, incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) is conducted to examine the
duration effect considering different performance indicators, such as maximum drift and
residual drift. For residual drift, the dominance of ground motion duration is observed
which is found to have a lesser impact on the SMA reinforced bents. The detrimental
effect of long-duration motion is more pronounced for the steel-reinforced bridge bent
compared to the SMA reinforced bents.

Keywords: bridge bent, shape memory alloy, ground motion duration, incremental dynamic analysis, structural
collapse

INTRODUCTION

Recent devastating earthquakes around the world were of high magnitude as well as lasted for
a longer period of time. For instance, the approximate duration of the magnitude (Mw) 9.0
Tohoku earthquake in Japan (2011), the Mw 8.8 Chile earthquake (2010), and the Mw 7.9
Wenchuan Earthquake in China (2008) was 300, 200, and 180 s, respectively. An increasing number
of experimental and numerical studies conducted on structural response under long-duration
motions reflects the increasing attention to this topic. These include experimental investigation
of bridge piers (Ou et al., 2014; Mohammed, 2016; Lopez et al., 2020), numerical investigation on
concrete frames (Ruiz-Garcia, 2010; Raghunandan and Liel, 2013; Belejo et al., 2017), steel frames
(Chandramohan et al., 2016; Barbosa et al., 2017), concrete dams (Zhang et al., 2013; Wang et al.,
2015), timber frames (Pan et al., 2018), seismically isolated bridges (Hassan and Billah, 2020),
and masonry structures (Bommer et al., 2004). Kempton and Stewart (2006) identified ground
motion duration to be a significant parameter for structures susceptible to strength degradation
under cyclic loading. While most of the researchers reported ground motion duration to have a
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detrimental effect on structural performance, few studies
reported no meaningful impact arising from the duration
of ground motion. The mixed conclusions drawn from past
studies can be attributed to the consideration of different types
of structures, strategies for ground motion selection, adopted
modeling techniques, and lack of adequate historical long-
duration motions.

Following the 2008 China (Wenchuan) Earthquake, Han
et al. (2009) surveyed 320 damaged bridges and reported that
39% of surveyed bridges experienced moderate damage while
14% bridges suffered severe damage. Van de Lindt and Goh
(2004) concluded that long-duration motions have a significant
effect on structural reliability and should be considered in
performance-based design. Ruiz-Garcia (2010) found that long-
duration motion imparts higher residual drift demand in the
upper stories of flexible frames. Chandramohan et al. (2016)
reported the detrimental effect of long-duration motions on the
collapse performance of a bridge pier and steel moment frame.
Ou et al. (2014) tested several concrete bridge piers under long-
duration motions and reported its effect on column strength
degradation as a result of longitudinal bar buckling resulting from
the repeated cyclic loading. Barbosa et al. (2017) found that with
increasing spectral intensities, long-duration motions increase
the drift demand in steel frames which was very minimal for low
values of spectral acceleration.

Under any seismic excitation, the bridge piers are expected
to experience more inelastic deformation than any other
component. Increased number of load reversals during a long-
duration motion can step up the damage significantly through
degradation of strength and stiffness. Shake table tests conducted
on substandard bridge columns by Lopez et al. (2020) showed
that long-duration motions cause significant damage to bridge
piers compared to the short duration motions. Observations from
the past earthquakes showed the susceptibility of conventional
bridge piers experiencing large residual drift. Under long-
duration motions, conventional bridges might experience higher
residual deformation as they are subjected to a large number of
loading cycles. Lopez et al. (2020) also observed larger residual
crack widths in bridge piers when subjected to long-duration
motions. In this context, self-centering bridge piers have gained
popularity due to their ability to return to their original position
even after a strong earthquake excitation (Kwan and Billington,
2003; Saiidi et al., 2009; Billah and Alam, 2015; Sideris et al.,
2015). Researchers have used advanced materials in the critical
regions (i.e., plastic hinge) of bridge piers to limit the residual
drift and to control the damage. These include Ni-Ti SMA and
Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) (Saiidi et al., 2009),
Cu-based SMA and ECC (Hosseini et al., 2015), Iron-based
SMA and conventional concrete (Billah and Alam, 2018), Ni-
Ti SMA, ECC, and elastomeric pad (Cruz Noguez and Saiidi,
2012), and coupled SMA-Steel reinforcement (Xiang et al., 2020).
Alternatively, unbonded post-tensioned RC piers have been used
by different researchers (Kwan and Billington, 2003; Sideris et al.,
2015) as an effective strategy to control the residual deformation
and improve the post-earthquake functionality of bridges. All
past applications of SMA as longitudinal reinforcement in
bridge piers have shown its ability in reducing the residual

deformation and improving the overall seismic performance of
the bridge pier.

Bridge bents represent a significant element in a bridge
which are designed to have sufficient deformation capacity and
behave in a ductile manner. Multi-column bridge bents are very
common for highway bridges that support the superstructure. All
past studies on structural applications of SMA rebar in bridges
have been dedicated to improving the seismic response and
performance of bridge piers only. However, the response of a
multi-column bridge bent can be significantly different from a
single, cantilever pier under seismic excitations. No study has
been dedicated to understanding the effect of using SMA rebar
on the dynamic response of bridge bents under long-duration
motions. The objective of this study is to numerically examine
the influence of SMA rebar on the seismic behavior of a multi-
column bent under long-duration ground motions and compare
the results with the conventional steel-reinforced bridge bent. To
investigate the duration effect, the SMA-RC and Steel-RC bents
are also analyzed under spectrally equivalent non-pulse type short
duration motions. Bridge bents with three different longitudinal
reinforcement arrangements are considered in this study, such
as (a) SMA-B: SMA only in the bottom plastic hinge region
of the pier and regular Steel bar in the remaining portion, (b)
SMA-B-T: SMA in the bottom and top plastic hinge region of
the pier and regular Steel bar in the remaining portion, and (c)
Steel-RC: bridge bent reinforced with steel rebar. Using a pair
of forty long-duration and spectrally equivalent short duration
motions, the performance of the SMA reinforced bridge bents
are evaluated and compared with the regular Steel-RC bent.
The performance of the bridge bents is compared in terms of
maximum drift, residual drift, and performance criteria, such
as yielding of reinforcement, spalling of cover concrete, and
crushing of core concrete. The outcome of this study is expected
to aid in identifying the relative effectiveness of SMA reinforced
bridge bents from a performance-based perspective under long-
duration ground motions.

DURATION OF GROUND MOTION

To study the ground motion duration effect on structures, it is
important to define the duration of strong motion. Since different
definitions hold different assumptions, significant variations
can be expected in the computed strong-motion duration (Lin
et al., 2010). Thirty definitions of strong-motion duration
were studied by Bommer and Martinez-Pereira (1999). Among
different duration definitions, significant duration (tD5−95)
(Trifunac and Brady, 1975), bracketed duration (DB) (Page
et al., 1972), Cumulative Absolute Velocity (CAV) (Reed
and Kassawara, 1990), arias intensity (AI) (Arias, 1970), and
dimensionless duration metric (ID) (Cosenza and Manfredi,
1997) are repeatedly used by researchers for seismic performance
evaluation of structures. The use of different definitions of strong
motion is structure-specific and depends on the purpose of the
study. Among different definitions, many researchers (Iervolino
et al., 2006; Raghunandan and Liel, 2013; Chandramohan
et al., 2016) recommended and used 5–95% significant duration
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(tD5−95) as the defining parameter. Moreover, Bommer and
Martinez-Pereira (1999) reported that significant duration is
independent of ground motion scaling and comparatively stable
in terms of start and end threshold definitions. Chandramohan
et al. (2016) reported that 5–95% significant duration (tD5−95) is
better suited for hazard characterization and selection of ground
motion. As recommended by past studies and its effectiveness
in capturing the duration effect, significant duration (tD5−95)
is considered in this study for defining the ground motion
duration. Figure 1A compares the acceleration time histories
of two ground motions with similar intensities (PGA) having
different significant durations. The significant duration of the two
ground motions is also shown in the figure. In Figure 1B the %
of arias intensity (AI) of the two ground motions is shown which
illustrates that the energy accumulation in long-duration motion
occurs over a long period of time.

GROUND MOTION SELECTION

To quantify the effect of the duration of ground motions,
40 pairs of spectrally equivalent long and short duration
record sets are assembled according to the procedure proposed
by Chandramohan et al. (2016). First, a set of 100 long-
duration motions are obtained from the world wide database
of past earthquakes (PEER, COSMOC, CESMD). Records with
significant duration (tD5−95) >40 s are considered as long-
duration motions. Out of those 100 records, 62 records matched
these criteria resulting a geometric mean tD5−95 of 64 s. This
subset of 62 long-duration records has a PGA >0.1 g and
PGV >10 cm/s. All these ground motions represent different
historical events, such as the mega quakes of Chile (1985, 2010),
Taiwan (1999), Japan (2003, 2010), and Indonesia (2007). Next,
100 short duration motions (non-pulse type) are obtained from
the PEER NGA ground motion database (2011). Records with
significant duration (tD5−95) <40 s and epicentral distance >15

km are considered as short duration motions. To achieve spectral
equivalency of the short and long-duration motions, matching
is performed within the period range of 0.05–4.0 s. The records
of the short set are scaled in such a way that each short record
matches the 5% acceleration response spectrum of one long-
duration record within the period range of interest. To avoid bias
in scaling, a scale factor of 5 is considered as the maximum. This
also allowed to minimize the sum of squared error differences
of the 5% acceleration response spectrum between the short
and long record sets. To avoid event bias, a maximum of 10
records (5 pairs) were selected from each event. This record
selection process provided 40 pairs of spectrally equivalent long
and short duration record sets. This matching process allowed
eliminating dissimilarities in spectral shape between a record pair
thus allowing to consider duration as the single factor responsible
for differences in seismic response. The information pertaining to
the selected long and short duration record sets are summarized
in Tables 1, 2, respectively. The distribution of significant
durations in the selected 40 pairs of ground motions are shown
in Figure 2. A comparison of the acceleration time histories and
5% acceleration response spectrum of two spectrally equivalent
long and short duration motions are depicted in Figure 3.

DESIGN AND GEOMETRY OF BRIDGE
BENT

The bridge bent considered in this study consists of two circular
columns connected by a rectangular bent cap. A simple geometric
configuration is considered here so that the dynamic behavior
is mainly governed by the fundamental mode. The two-column
bent considered here constitutes the substructure of a multi-span
steel girder bridge located in Vancouver, BC, Canada. The bent
is designed following the seismic design guideline outlined in
the Canadian Highway Bridge Design Code (Canadian Standard
Association [CSA], 2019). Figure 4 shows the details of the bridge

FIGURE 1 | (A) Acceleration time history and (B) Arias Intensity of a long duration and short duration motion having similar PGA.
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TABLE 1 | List of long duration motions.

Event name EQ no. Station (Source) Component Epi. dis (km) PGA (g) 5–95% Ds (s)

Tohoku, Japan, 2011 1 Hitachi (1) EW 245.2 1.93 45.97

2 Hitachi (1) NS 245.2 2.64 46.07

3 Sakura (1) EW 345.7 0.75 46.94

4 Sakura (1) NS 345.7 1.48 41.8

5 Sendai (1) EW 126.1 1.49 106.59

6 Sendai (1) NS 126.1 2.31 90.22

7 Shiogama (1) EW 118.1 1.49 106.59

8 Shiogama (1) NS 118.1 2.31 90.22

9 Tsukidate (1) EW 125.9 1.95 85.15

10 Tsukidate (1) NS 125.9 4.59 81.5

Valparaiso, Chile, 1985 11 San Isidro (2) Long – 0.69 45.95

12 San Isidro (2) Trans – 0.38 50.8

13 Ventanas (2) 0 – 0.70 42.61

14 Ventanas (2) 90 – 0.70 42.36

15 Vina del Mar (2) 200 – 0.22 55.88

16 Vina del Mar (2) 290 – 0.23 56.34

17 Zapallar (2) EW – 0.32 45.87

18 Zapallar (2) NS – 0.22 55.09

19 Llolleo (2) 10 120 0.29 40.38

20 Llolleo (2) 100 120 0.26 41.01

Maule, Chile, 2010 21 Angol (1) EW 209.3 0.74 49.76

22 Angol (1) NS 209.3 0.95 50.81

23 Curico (1) EW 170.5 0.48 50.19

24 Curico (1) NS 170.5 0.19 54.01

25 Hualane (1) EW 136 0.38 55.08

26 Hualane (1) NS 136 0.37 61.67

27 Santiago Maipu (1) 90 274.3 0.53 43.8

28 Santiago Maipu (1) 0 274.3 0.53 42.19

29 Talca (1) EW 113.1 0.21 72.07

30 Talca (1) NS 113.1 0.46 69.86

Sumatra, Indonesia, 2007 31 Sikuai Island (1) EW 392.2 0.12 42.37

32 Sikuai Island (1) NS 392.2 0.12 40.22

Hokkaido, Japan, 2003 33 Bekkai-W (2) 90 – 0.11 56.29

34 Bekkai-W (2) 0 – 0.19 84.28

35 Tohoro (2) 90 – 0.14 50.63

36 Tohoro (2) 0 – 0.12 44.17

ChiChi, Taiwan, 1999 37 CHY025 (3) EW – 0.16 97.12

38 CHY025 (3) NS – 0.15 97.15

39 CHY008 (3) EW – 0.14 66.14

40 CHY008 (3) NS – 0.12 77.45

(1) Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data [CESMD] (2012).
(2) Cosmos Strong-Motion Virtual Data Center (2012).
(3) PEER (2011).

bent. The bent cap is a rectangular one (1,600 mm × 1,800 mm)
reinforced with 28–30 M bars at the top, 14–30 M bars at the
bottom, and 5–20 M bars equally spaced on each of the two sides
(Figure 4B). Three different configurations of pier longitudinal
reinforcement are considered here. The 1.5 m circular bridge
columns have 28 longitudinal rebars which consisted of 30 M
steel (diameter 29.9 mm) rebar or SMA30 (diameter 31 mm)
bars in the plastic hinge region (Figure 4C). Here, the top and
bottom plastic hinge zones of the columns are reinforced with Ni-
Ti SMA and regular steel rebar is used elsewhere. The transverse

reinforcement consists of 15 M spiral at 65 and 150 mm pitch
within and outside the plastic hinge, respectively. The potential
plastic hinge length of the SMA reinforced columns is estimated
using the analytical formula proposed by Billah and Alam (2016c)
(Eq. 1):

Lp

d
= 1.05+

(
0.25

P
f ′c Ag

)
+

(
0.08

L
d

)
+
(
0.0002fy−SMA

)
−
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− (0.24ρs) (1)
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TABLE 2 | List of spectrally equivalent short duration motions.

Eq no. Event name Year Station (Source) Magnitude PGA (g) Scale factor

1 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TTN004 7.6 0.045 3.046

2 Tabas, Iran 1978 Dayhook 7.4 0.362 3.393

3 El Mayor-Cucapah 2010 El Centro - Meadows Union School 7.2 0.199 3.735

4 Helena, Montana-01 1935 Carroll College 6 0.162 2.221

5 Tottori, Japan 2000 KGW004 6.6 0.068 3.201

6 Joshua Tree, CA 1992 Morongo Valley Fire Station 6.1 0.102 3.687

7 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-03 1999 TCU075 6.2 0.232 1.855

8 N. Palm Springs 1986 Fun Valley 6.1 0.129 2.243

9 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1058 7.1 0.114 2.286

10 Iwate 2008 YMT001 6.9 0.039 4.713

11 Iwate 2008 Yokote Ju Monjimachi 6.9 0.111 3.352

12 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY071 7.6 0.094 4.719

13 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Parachute Test Site 6.5 0.132 3.035

14 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 CHY027 7.6 0.047 4.56

15 Northridge-01 1994 Mt Baldy - Elementary Sch 6.7 0.08 4.028

16 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Wonderland Ave 6.7 0.116 3.081

17 Christchurch, New Zealand 2011 LINC 6.2 0.148 1.166

18 Loma Prieta 1989 Sunnyvale - Colton Ave. 6.9 0.203 1.39

19 Chi-Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU106 7.6 0.182 1.015

20 Loma Prieta 1989 Richmond City Hall 6.9 0.137 3.594

21 N. Palm Springs 1986 Hurkey Creek Park 6.1 0.232 2.716

22 Iwate 2008 IWTH01 6.9 0.095 4.247

23 Northridge-01 1994 Manhattan Beach - Manhattan 6.7 0.181 3.819

24 Morgan Hill 1984 Gilroy Array #7 6.2 0.192 4.29

25 L’Aquila, Italy 2009 L’Aquila - V. Aterno - Colle Grilli 6.3 0.522 2.431

26 Morgan Hill 1984 Hollister Diff Array #1 6.2 0.124 3.008

27 San Fernando 1971 Lake Hughes #1 6.6 0.102 1.375

28 Loma Prieta 1989 Larkspur Ferry Terminal (FF) 6.9 0.146 0.823

29 Chi-Chi, Taiwan-06 1999 TCU100 6.3 0.034 4.793

30 Loma Prieta 1989 Los Gatos - Lexington Dam 6.9 0.418 0.349

31 Landers 1992 West Covina - S Orange Ave 7.3 0.046 4.039

32 N. Palm Springs 1986 Anza - Tule Canyon 6.1 0.105 2.588

33 Northridge-01 1994 Canyon Country - W Lost Cany 6.7 0.41 1.37

34 Taiwan SMART1(40) 1986 SMART1 O01 6.3 0.034 3.575

35 Morgan Hill 1984 Halls Valley 6.2 0.168 0.735

36 Chuetsu-oki 2007 Joetsu Yasuzukaku Yasuzuka 6.8 0.231 0.878

37 Northridge-01 1994 Simi Valley - Katherine Rd 6.7 0.815 0.632

38 Chalfant Valley-02 1986 Zack Brothers Ranch 6.2 0.489 0.566

39 Kocaeli, Turkey 1999 Eregli 7.5 0.107 2.211

40 Chuetsu-oki 2007 Kashiwazaki Nishiyamacho Ikeura 6.8 0.845 0.211

where, Lp is the plastic hinge length, d is the diameter of
the pier, L/d is the aspect ratio, P/fc’Ag is the axial load
ratio, ρl = longitudinal reinforcement ratio, ρs = transverse
reinforcement ratio, fy−SMA = yield strength of SMA rebar and
fc’ = concrete compressive strength.

The calculated plastic hinge length of the 15 m long piers are
found to be 1,940 mm. On the other hand, the plastic hinge length
in the steel-RC bent is calculated as 1,500 mm according to the
Paulay and Priestley (1992) equation:

Lp = 0.08L+ 0.022dbf y (2)

The material properties of Ni-Ti SMA, steel rebar, and
concrete considered for the bridge bents are summarized
in Table 3. Figure 5 compares the stress-strain behavior of
the superelastic Ni-Ti SMA and the mild steel rebar under
cyclic loading. The presence of SMA rebar in the plastic
hinge region did not alter the moment capacities of the
bridge piers significantly as observed from the comparable
moment capacities as illustrated in Figure 6. The moment-
curvature response of the SMA and Steel-reinforced sections
are shown in Figure 6 which show lower stiffness of the
SMA reinforced section resulting from the lower elastic
modulus of Ni-Ti SMA.
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FIGURE 2 | Distribution of ground motion duration in the selected long and
spectrally equivalent short duration set.

ANALYTICAL MODELING OF BRIDGE
BENTS

Employing an accurate analytical model that incorporates the
cyclic deterioration of strength and stiffness is a prerequisite to
get a realistic approximation of seismic response under long-
duration motion. The analytical model should be capable of
predicting the anticipated strength and stiffness degradation of
different components (Ibarra et al., 2005; Lignos and Krawinkler,
2011). Figure 7 shows the details of the non-linear 3D model
of the bridge bent developed in this study using SeismoStruct
(SeismoSoft, 2020). The FE model includes some idealizations
and realistic assumptions for representing different components.
Force-based fiber elements in SeismoStruct are employed for
modeling the steel and SMA reinforced concrete columns and the
steel-reinforced bent cap. Confined and unconfined fiber sections
are defined using the Mander et al. (1988) concrete model.
The stress-strain behavior for steel reinforcement is defined
using the Menegotto and Pinto (1973) constitutive relationship
that includes the isotropic strain hardening property. The SMA
uniaxial model proposed by Auricchio and Sacco (1997) is used
to simulate the Ni-Ti SMA fiber sections. This study employed
a zero-length inelastic spring to simulate the bond-slip behavior
of SMA rebar in concrete. The bond slip spring is modeled
based on the experimental bond stress-slip relation developed by
Billah and Alam (2016a). More details about the modeling of the
bond-slip behavior can be found in Billah and Alam (2018).

To evaluate the effectiveness of the adopted modeling
approach, a comparison is performed against experimental
results from the literature. Mohammed (2016) performed shake
table investigations on large-scale bridge piers to evaluate the
seismic performance under long-duration motions. In this study,
the bridge pier tested by Mohammed (2016) (specimen-LD-
J2) is modeled using the distributed plasticity approach as
described above. Figure 8A compares the experimental force-
displacement relationship from Mohammed (2016) (specimen-
LD-J2) and the results obtained using the adopted modeling
technique. From Figure 8A it is evident that the adopted
modeling technique predicted the experimental response with

a certain level of accuracy. The numerical model overestimated
the maximum drift by 3.5%, whereas it underestimated the
residual drift by 5%. In terms of cumulative energy dissipation,
the model overestimated by 7%. Comparison of the results
presented in Figure 8A highlights that the adopted modeling
approach demonstrated reasonable accuracy in reproducing the
experimental response and captured reasonably well the in-cycle
and cyclic deterioration as well as the stiffness and strength
degradation of the specimen tested.

In addition, Figure 8B shows the validation of the
experimental result from the shake table test of a SMA-RC
bridge pier (Saiidi and Wang, 2006). Since no tests have been
performed on SMA-RC bridge piers under long-duration motion,
the ability of the numerical model in predicting the dynamic
response of SMA-RC bridge pier is demonstrated in Figure 8B.
The numerical results obtained from SeismoStruct could predict
the experimental result of Saiidi and Wang (2006) accurately
where the variations are only 5.6, 6.1, and 9.4% for base shear, tip
displacement, and amount of energy dissipation, respectively.

After developing the detailed numerical models of the
steel and SMA reinforced bridge bents, eigenvalue analysis is
performed on all three bents. The natural period of the steel-
RC, SMA-B, and SMA-B-T bridge bents were found to be 0.46,
0.48, and 0.49 s, respectively. The Steel-RC has a slightly lower
fundamental period than the SMA bents. This can be attributed
to the lower stiffness of the SMA rebar which resulted in higher
flexibility of the SMA-RC bents.

EFFECT OF GROUND MOTION
DURATION OF SEISMIC RESPONSE

After validating the finite element model, the three bridge
bents are analyzed using incremental dynamic analysis (IDA)
(Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002) under the suite of 40 long-
duration and 40 spectrally equivalent short duration motions.
Each ground motions are scaled to multiple intensity levels to
obtain dynamic instability or collapse of the bridge bent. This
allowed for the effect of ground motion duration to be isolated.
For each ground motion pair, IDA is performed for a least
20 intensity levels. Each IDA curve represents the relationship
between the selected intensity measure (IM) with an engineering
demand parameter (EDP) of the structural system (e.g., drift,
acceleration). Wide varieties of IMs have been used by different
researchers for the collapse assessment of structures using IDA.
Spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of the structure
(Sa, T1) is one of the most commonly used IM in practice and
considered as the preferred IM in this study. Many past studies
(Iervolino et al., 2006; Foschaar et al., 2012; Chandramohan
et al., 2016) have used Sa (T1, 5%) as the IM to investigate
the ground motion duration effect on the seismic response of
buildings and bridges.

Characterization of Performance Limits
A critical step in performance-based design and assessment is
to predict different damage states or performance levels under
different levels of ground motions. To compare the performance
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Acceleration time history and (B) response spectra of a long duration and spectrally equivalent short duration motion.

FIGURE 4 | (A) Bent elevation and reinforcement arrangement, (B) bent cap section, (C) pier cross section.

of the three bents, a set of performance-based limit states, in
terms of engineering performance criteria, are first established.
In addition to maximum and residual drift, various quantitative
performance limits (cracking, yielding, strength degradation)
corresponding to different drift levels are developed for the steel
and SMA reinforced bents.

Three quantitative performance limit states are defined for the
three bents in terms of drift (%). These limit states for the three
bents are developed following the different drift-based functional
and performance levels proposed by Billah and Alam (2016b).
Tables 4, 5 summarize the three performance and functional
levels, the damage description, and the corresponding limiting

drifts for the Steel and SMA reinforced bents, respectively. In this
study three performance levels are considered where first yielding
of the longitudinal rebar represents the yielding performance
level, the onset of cover spalling denotes the local mechanism
initiation and crushing of core concrete characterizes the strength
degradation of the bent. The drift corresponding to each stage is
obtained by tracking the corresponding material (concrete and
steel/SMA) strain. The yield strain of steel and SMA rebar is
obtained by dividing the yield stress by the corresponding elastic
modulus which is found to be 0.0025 and 0.00704, respectively.
Since there is no definite yield stress for SMA, the austenite-to-
martensite starting stress is referred to as the yield stress for SMA
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TABLE 3 | Material properties for SMA-RC and Steel-RC bridge pier.

Material Property

Concrete Compressive strength (MPa) 30

Corresponding strain 0.0029

Elastic modulus (GPa) 28.1

SE SMA Modulus of elasticity (GPa) 68

Austenite-to-martensite starting stress (MPa) 435

Austenite-to-martensite finishing stress (MPa) 535

Martensite-to-austenite starting stress (MPa) 335

Martensite-to-austenite finishing stress (MPa) 170

Superelastic plateau strain (%) 6.5

Steel Elastic modulus (GPa) 200

Yield stress (MPa) 450

Ultimate stress (MPa) 675

Ultimate strain 0.14

Plateau strain 0.016

FIGURE 5 | Cyclic stress-strain response of steel and SMA rebar.

FIGURE 6 | Moment curvature relationship of steel-RC and SMA-RC section.

rebar. As suggested by Priestley et al. (1996), concrete spalling is
expected to start at a strain of 0.004. Crushing of core concrete
represents significant strength degradation which typically occurs
when confined concrete strain is between 0.015 and 0.05 (Paulay

and Priestley, 1992). In this study, the concrete crushing strain is
calculated using Eq. 3 proposed by Paulay and Priestly (1992):

εcu = 0.004+ 1.4ρsfyhεsm/f ′c (3)

Where, εcu is the ultimate compression strain, εsm is the steel
strain at maximum tensile stress, fc’ is the concrete compressive
strength in MPa, fyh is the yield strength of transverse steel
in MPa, and ρs is the volumetric ratio of confining steel.
Based on the transverse reinforcement, the crushing strain is
calculated to be 0.016.

After obtaining the material strains corresponding to different
performance criteria, non-linear static pushover analysis is
performed on the three bents. Non-linear static pushover analysis
is employed to estimate and compare the lateral load and
deformation capacities of the three bents. A displacement-
controlled pushover analysis was carried out by applying
displacement as incremental load. The first occurrence of each
material strain (yield, spalling, and crushing) is recorded from
the response of the concrete and reinforcing material fiber
which is translated to drift limits by obtaining the corresponding
displacement. The pushover curves and the three performance
limits associated with each bent are shown in Figure 9. The
calculated drift limits of each performance level are summarized
in Tables 4, 5. The SMA reinforced bents have slightly higher
yield drift limit due to the higher yield strain of Ni-Ti SMA
rebar. In addition, the lower stiffness of SMA rebar reduced
the overall stiffness of the bent and resulted in higher drift
before yielding. Similarly, higher limiting drift values are found
for the SMA reinforced bents at the spalling and crushing
performance limits. Due to the smooth surface of the SMA
rebar, it caused more slippage and resulted in less cracking that
subsequently delayed the concrete spalling. Past experiments on
SMA reinforced concrete members (Youssef et al., 2008; Saiidi
et al., 2009) reported similar delayed concrete spalling.

Under lateral load, the core concrete crushing took place at
a higher drift level for the SMA reinforced bents compare to
the steel-reinforced counterpart. The crushing drift is determined
when the strain in core concrete reaches or exceeds 0.016.
The first occurrence of core crushing is observed at a drift
of 4.78 and 3.90% for the SMA and Steel-reinforced bent,
respectively. Saiidi et al. (2009) also reported higher crushing
drift for SMA reinforced columns compared to steel-reinforced
ones. Experimental studies on concrete beam-column joints
by Alam et al. (2009) also reported higher drift sustained by
SMA reinforced joints compared to steel-reinforced ones at
similar damage levels.

Maximum Drift
The comparative seismic response of three bridge bents under
the long-duration and equivalent short duration ground motions
are evaluated in terms of maximum drift. Using IDA results
obtained from each set of 40 ground motions, IDA curves are
developed leveraging the EDP-IM relationship. The developed
IDA curves, depicted in Figures 10–12, compare the response
of the three bents under the two sets of ground motions. To
facilitate comparisons between the three bents, percentile IDA
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FIGURE 7 | Idealized numerical bridge bent model and fiber discretized cross section.

FIGURE 8 | Comparison with experimental result (A) simulating cyclic degradation of Steel-RC pier and (B) SMA-RC bridge pier.

TABLE 4 | Damage states of steel-RC bridge bents in terms of performance criteria.

Performance level Functional level Description Drift, 1 (%)

Steel-RC

Yielding Operational Theoretical first yield of longitudinal rebar 1 > 1.42

Initiation of local mechanism Life safety Onset of concrete spalling 1 > 1.88

Strength degradation Collapse Crushing of core concrete 1 > 3.90

TABLE 5 | Damage states of SMA-RC bridge bents in terms of performance criteria.

Performance level Functional level Description Drift, 1 (%)

SMA-B SMA-B-T

Yielding Operational Theoretical first yield of longitudinal rebar 1 > 1.94 1 > 1.94

Initiation of local mechanism Life safety Onset of concrete spalling 1 > 2.53 1 > 2.72

Strength degradation Collapse Crushing of core concrete 1 > 4.78 1 > 4.78
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FIGURE 9 | Pushover response curves for steel and SMA reinforced bridge
bents.

curves are calculated using the EDP given IM (i.e., EDP| IM)
percentiles (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002). Along with the
individual IDA curves, the median (50% percentile), 16 and
84% percentile IDA curves are also presented here. Assuming
a lognormal distribution of the maximum drift as a function
of Sa(T1), the median IDA curves represent the central value
while the two percentiles (84 and 16%) denote the median times
e±dispersion, where “dispersion” is the standard deviation of the
logarithms of the values (Jalayer and Cornell, 2003).

Using the limit states described in the previous section, the
performance of the three bents is assessed using IDA curves.
Using the EDP based rule (Vamvatsikos and Cornell, 2002), the
limit states for each performance level are identified from the IDA
curves. The corresponding IM at which the limit state is exceeded
is also tabulated under each figure. Figures 10A,B show the IDA
curves for the SMA-B bent and the results for different limit states
under short and long-duration motions, respectively. The median
Sa at yielding for the SMA-B bent is found to be 1.13 and 1.05 g for
the short duration and long-duration motion sets, respectively.
A similar observation can be made for concrete crushing where
the median Sa for long and short duration motions are 2.36 and
2.46 g, respectively. These figures also show the maximum drift
threshold of 4.78% (solid vertical line) which is used to indicate
the collapse of the SMA-B bent. From Figure 10 it can be seen
that under short duration motions, the SMA-B bent experienced
an average maximum drift of 4.30% just before collapse (dashed
vertical line), compared to 4.02% experienced under the long-
duration motions. This can be attributed to the large inelastic
deformation caused by cyclic deterioration resulting from a large
number of displacement cycles of the long-duration motions.

The IDA curves for the SMA-B-T bent are shown in
Figures 11A,B. Similar trend is also observed in the case of the
SMA-B-T bent. These figures show the maximum drift collapse
threshold and the mean maximum drift before the collapse.
Under short duration ground motions, SMA-B-T bent sustained
an average maximum drift of 4.65% just before collapse (vertical
line), compared to 4.35% experienced under the long-duration
ground motions. Similarly, for yielding and spalling, the median

Sa required for short duration motions is 6.3 and 16.7% higher as
compared to the long-duration motions, respectively.

Figures 12A,B compare the IDA curves for the Steel-
reinforced bent under the two sets of ground motions. Similar
to the SMA reinforced bents, the long-duration motions yielded
collapse at a smaller drift of 3.46% compared to 3.68% required
under the short duration motions for the steel-reinforced one.
However, the maximum drift collapse threshold of steel-RC
bridge bent (3.90%) is significantly lower than the maximum
drift collapse threshold of SMA-RC bridge bent (4.78%). The
median collapse Sa for short duration motion is 2.40 g which is
5% higher than the median collapse Sa for long-duration motion
set. The median Sa for yielding and spalling limit states are found
to increase by 8.9 and 9.8%, respectively, for the short duration
motions as compared to the long-duration counterparts.

Performance comparison of the three different bents aid
in comprehending the efficacy of including SMA rebar in the
bridge bents under the long-duration motions. It is evident from
the above discussion that all three bridge bents experienced
collapse before reaching the collapse threshold obtained using
non-linear pushover analyses. Irrespective of the ground motion
duration, the SMA-B-T bent could sustain a higher drift before
the collapse. Under long-duration motions, SMA-B-T bent
experienced collapse at a maximum drift of 4.35% which is 9%
lower than the collapse threshold. However, the SMA-B and Steel-
RC bent reached collapse at a maximum drift which is 15.9
and 11.3% less than the specified collapse threshold, respectively.
Since SMA was used in both top and bottom plastic hinge regions
of the SMA-B-T bent, it had lower stiffness which allowed it to
deform more before the collapse.

Residual Drift
Ensuring adequate post-earthquake functionality is one of
the major objectives of performance-based seismic design.
Residual drift encountered during an earthquake controls the
post-earthquake functionality of any structure (Ramirez and
Miranda, 2012; Yazgan and Dazio, 2012). Although a significant
performance indicator, bridge design codes and guidelines do
not prescribe any limits or measures for controlling residual
drift with the exception being the Japanese code for highway
bridge design (Japan Road Association, 2006). After the 1995
Kobe earthquake, an increasing number of solutions have been
proposed by various researchers for controlling the residual drift
and proposed different residual drift limit states for bridges and
buildings. If a bridge pier exceeds 1% residual drift, Lee and
Billington (2011) recommended the bridge to be replaced. In
an attempt to develop a residual drift based design guidelines
for SMA-RC bridge pier, Billah and Alam (2016b) proposed
residual drift based damage states for bridge piers. In this
study, the residual drift limit states are considered based on the
recommendations of Billah and Alam (2016b). When the pier
sustains residual drift below 0.25% it is considered to be a fully
functional bent while exceeding 1% residual drift is considered as
the collapse limit state.

Figure 13 shows the comparative performance of the three
bents under long-duration motions. Here, the collapse threshold
of residual drift is considered as 1% which is shown by the
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FIGURE 10 | IDA curves for maximum drift for reinforced concrete bridge bent with SMA at the bottom plastic hinge (SMA-B) (A) short duration motion (B) long
duration motion.

FIGURE 11 | IDA curves for maximum drift for reinforced concrete bridge bent with SMA at the bottom and top plastic hinge (SMA-B-T) (A) short duration motion
(B) long duration motion.

solid vertical lines in the figures. These figures also show
the mean collapse residual drift of each bridge bent (dashed
vertical line) when subjected to long-duration motions. Figure 13
reveals that the SMA-B-T bent, reinforced with SMA in the
top and bottom plastic hinge, could undergo large residual drift

(0.58%) before collapse which is 10.3 and 58.6% higher than
the SMA-B and steel-RC bent, respectively. The median collapse
Sa for SMA-B-T bent is found to be 2.45 g which is 24.5
and 49% higher than the collapse Sa of SMA-B and steel-RC
bent, respectively.
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FIGURE 12 | IDA curves for maximum drift for Steel reinforced concrete bridge bent (Steel-RC) (A) short duration motion (B) long duration motion.

FIGURE 13 | IDA curves for residual drift for (A) SMA-B, (B) SMA-B-T, and (C) Steel-RC bent under long duration motion.

Figure 14 shows the comparative performance of three
bridge bents under spectrally matched short duration motions.
Observation from the figures reveals that the SMA-B-T bridge
bent experienced a residual drift of 0.68% before collapse which
is 10.3 and 27.9% higher than the SMA-B and steel-RC bent,
respectively. It shows that bridge bent reinforced with SMA at
the top and bottom plastic hinge (SMA-B-T) is more effective
than bridge bent reinforced with SMA in the bottom plastic
hinge under both short and long-duration motions. The median
collapse Sa for the SMA-B-T bent is 2.64 g which is 2.3 and 6%
higher than the median collapse Sa of SMA-B and steel-RC bridge
bent, respectively.

Performance comparison of the three bents under spectrally
equivalent short and long-duration motions revealed that
the ground motion duration considerably affects the collapse

capacity in terms of residual drift. The analysis result showed
that the effect of SMA is more pronounced under long-duration
motions. The median collapse Sa for the SMA-B-T bent is 27.9%
higher for the long-duration motions and only 6% higher for the
short duration motions as compared to the steel-RC bent. Similar
performance is observed in the case of SMA-B bent where the
median collapse Sa is 7.8 and 4% higher (compared to steel-RC
bent) for the long and short duration motion, respectively. These
results show the effectiveness of SMA in reducing the residual
drift even under long-duration motions.

Cumulative Energy Dissipation
Reinforced concrete structures are subjected to a number of
load reversals during an earthquake thus expected to dissipate
a large amount of seismic energy through inelastic deformation
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FIGURE 14 | IDA curves for residual drift for (A) SMA-B, (B) SMA-B-T, and (C) Steel-RC bent under short duration motion.

FIGURE 15 | Average cumulative energy dissipation of three bridge bents under (A) long duration and (B) spectrally equivalent short duration motions.

or damage. During a long duration motion, structures undergo
an increased number of load reversals which significantly
affect the overall seismic response (Hassan and Billah, 2020).
Previous researchers (Iervolino et al., 2006; Raghunandan and
Liel, 2013; Ou et al., 2014) have concluded that long duration
motions considerably increase the energy demand by imposing
greater inelastic deformation. On the other hand, Champion
and Liel (2012) concluded that short duration motion can
be more damaging because of the pulse effect. The damage
in structures depends on various factors, such as the load-
deformation characteristics of the structure, the yield strength,
and the intensity and duration of the ground motion. In
this study comparative non-linear response of three different
bridge bents are also quantified in terms of cumulative energy
dissipation.

The hysteretic energy dissipated by a bridge bent over the
duration of ground shaking was calculated as the area enclosed
by the hysteresis loop formed by the earthquake-induced shear
forces and the relative displacement between the column base
and bent cap. The cumulative energy dissipated by the bridge
bents during each seismic excitation was calculated by summing
up the dissipated energy in successive load-displacement loops
throughout the analysis. Figures 15A,B show the average
cumulative energy dissipation of the three bridge bents under

long duration and spectrally matched short duration record
sets, respectively. From the figure it is evident that all three
bridge bents dissipated significant amount of higher energy under
long duration motions as compared to the spectrally matched
short duration motions. Figure 15A depicts that the steel-RC
bridge bent is unable to withstand for the whole duration of the
long duration ground motions and dissipated 29.6 and 16.5%
less energy as compared to the SMA-B-T and SMA-B bent,
respectively. Under the long duration motions, the SMA-B-T
bent dissipated 11% higher amount of energy as compared to the
SMA-B bent. As expected, an opposite trend is observed under
short duration motions where the steel-RC bent dissipated 17.6
and 7.5% higher energy as compared to the SMA-B-T and SMA-
B bent, respectively. A comparison of Figures 15A,B reveal that
the steel-RC bridge bent dissipated 15% higher energy under
long duration motion as compared to short duration motion.
Under long duration motions the SMA-B-T bent dissipated 76%
higher energy on average as compared to the spectrally matched
short duration motion. These results indicate that when SMA
reinforced element undergoes large number of cycles they can
sustain these load reversals and dissipate significant amount
of energy. These results highlight the benefit of using SMA in
regions susceptible to long duration motions, such as in the
subduction zones.
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CONCLUSION

Comparative seismic response of SMA reinforced and
Steel-reinforced bridge bents under long-duration motions
considering different reinforcement arrangements are presented
in this paper. Using validated numerical models, the effect of
ground motion duration and the incorporation of SMA rebar
in the bridge bents are investigated. Additionally, spectrally
equivalent short duration motions are considered for seismic
response comparison of the SMA and Steel-reinforced bridge
bents. Based on the observed results, the following conclusions
are drawn:

1. The effect of ground motion duration is significantly
affected by reinforcing materials and detailing. The
numerical analysis performed in this study indicated that
typical steel-reinforced bridge bents are more vulnerable
under long-duration motions since they are unable to
withstand a large number of load reversals. As a result,
they fail to dissipate considerable energy thus accumulate
significant damage. In contrast, SMA reinforced bridge
bent dissipated a significant amount of energy with an
increased number of inelastic displacement cycles thereby
reduced the damage potential.

2. Bridge bent collapse capacity is considerably affected
by the duration of ground motions. Structures under
long-duration motions experienced collapse much earlier
before reaching their collapse limit state. Under long-
duration motions, SMA-B-T bent experienced collapse
at a maximum drift that is 9% lower than the collapse
threshold, whereas under short duration motions the
difference is only 2.7%. Similar behavior can also be
observed for the SMA- B and steel-RC bent.

3. Ground motion duration significantly affects the residual
drift demand in bridge bents. The SMA-B-T bent sustained
a mean residual drift of 0.58% just before collapse under
long-duration motions compared to 0.68% of residual drift
under the short duration ground motions.

4. The inclusion of SMA rebar in the plastic hinge region
resulted in a significant transformation in recentering
performance as well as improving the collapse behavior
considering different performance criteria under the long-
duration motions. The SMA reinforced bents sustained
greater drift before exceeding a particular performance
level. The median Sa at yielding is 1.05 and 1.18 g for the
SMA-B and SMA-B-T bent, respectively, whereas the same
for steel-RC bent is 0.94 g.

The present investigation is limited to a single bridge bent
type without explicit considerations of uncertainties in bent
geometry and constituent materials. Further studies need to
be performed considering diverse bent configurations with
epistemic uncertainties and accounting for the effects of
different types of SMAs for improved understanding of the
positive influences of SMA reinforced bridge bents under long-
duration ground motions.
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